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 Abstract—Solving fastest mixing Markov chain problem (i.e. finding transition probabilities on the edges to 
minimize the second largest eigenvalue modulus of the transition probability matrix) over networks with 
different topologies is one of the primary areas of research in the context of computer science and one of the well 
known networks in this issue is -partite network. Here in this work we present analytical solution for the 
problem of fastest mixing Markov chain by means of stratification and semidefinite programming, for four 
particular types of -partite networks, namely Symmetric -PPDR, Semi Symmetric -PPDR, Cycle -PPDR 
and Semi Cycle -PPDR networks. 
Our method in this paper is based on convexity of fastest mixing Markov chain problem, and inductive 
comparing of the characteristic polynomials initiated by slackness conditions in order to find the optimal 
transition probabilities.  
The presented results shows that a Symmetric -PPDR network and its equivalent Semi Symmetric -PPDR 
network have the same SLEM despite the fact that Semi symmetric -PPDR network has less edges than its 
equivalent symmetric -PPDR network and at the same time symmetric -PPDR network has better mixing 
rate per step than its equivalent semi symmetric -PPDR network at first few iterations. The same results are 
true for Cycle -PPDR and Semi Cycle -PPDR networks. Also the obtained optimal transition probabilities 
have been compared with the transition probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting method by comparing 
mixing time improvements numerically. 
 
Index Terms— Fastest mixing Markov chain, Sensor networks, Weight optimization, Second largest eigenvalue 
modulus, Semidefinite programming, Graph theory. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Markov chain problem is a well studied topic with a wide range of applications in different fields, for instance Markov chain 
Monte Carlo simulation is a powerful algorithm in statistics, physics, chemistry, biology, computer science and many others 
(see, e.g., [1, 2]). The main application of Markov chain simulation is to the random sampling of a huge state space with a 
specified probability distribution. The basic idea is to construct a Markov chain that converges asymptotically to the specified 
equilibrium distribution. The efficiency of such algorithms depends on how fast the constructed Markov chain converges to 
the equilibrium, i.e., how fast the chain mixes. Mixing rate of Markov chains are determined by their Second Largest 
Eigenvalue Modulus (SLEM) and the problem of finding the Markov chains with maximum possible mixing rate is well 
known as Fastest Mixing Markov Chain (FMMC) problem. FMMC problem in the context of computer science has found 
many practical applications including fast load balancing of parallel computing systems  [3, 4], and in average consensus and 
gossip algorithms in sensor networks [5, 6]. Most previous works are focused on bounding the SLEM of a Markov chain with 
various numerical techniques, and developing some heuristics to assign transition probabilities to obtain faster mixing 
Markov chains. Boyd et al. [7] have shown that FMMC problem can be formulated as a convex optimization problem, in 
particular a semidefinite program and in [8] the FMMC problem have been solved for a path network based on conjectured 
optimal transition probabilities by [9]. Recently in [10, 11] the author has solved fastest distributed consensus averaging 
problem analytically for complete cored, symmetric and asymmetric star networks and in [12, 13] for tree and chain of 
rhombus networks by means of stratification and semidefinite programming.  
One of basic and common types of networks is bipartite network. Bipartite graphs find applications in modern coding theory. 
Two famous examples of bipartite graphs are factor graphs and tanner graphs where factor graphs are widely used for 
decoding LDPC and turbo codes and tanner graphs are used to construct longer codes from smaller ones, also bipartite graphs 
are useful for modeling matching problems. A more generalized form of bipartite graphs is -partite graphs. -partite graphs 
are extensively used in the context of computer science, particularly data mining and unsupervised learning. Various data 
mining applications involve data objects of multiple types that are related to each other, which can be naturally formulated as 
a -partite graph. For example, Web pages, search queries, and Web users in a Web search system form a tri-partite graph. 
Here in this work, we have provided analytical solution for FMMC problem over four particular types of -partite networks, 
namely symmetric -PPDR, semi symmetric -PPDR, cycle -PPDR and semi cycle -PPDR, by means of stratification 
and semidefinite programming. Our method in this paper is based on convexity of FMMC problem, and inductive comparing 
of the characteristic polynomials initiated by slackness conditions in order to find the optimal probabilities. 
Some numerical simulations are carried out to investigate the trade-off between a symmetric -PPDR network and its 
equivalent semi symmetric -PPDR network and it has been shown that a symmetric -PPDR network and its equivalent 
semi symmetric -PPDR network have the same SLEM despite the fact that semi symmetric -PPDR network has less edges 
than its equivalent symmetric -PPDR network and at the same time symmetric -PPDR network has better mixing rate per 
step than its equivalent semi symmetric -PPDR network at first iterations. The same results are true for cycle -PPDR and 
semi cycle -PPDR networks. Also the obtained optimal transition probabilities have been compared with the transition 
probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting method by comparing mixing time improvements numerically. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II is an overview of the materials used in the development of the paper, 
including relevant concepts from Fastest Mixing Markov Chain, graph symmetry and semidefinite programming. Section III 
contains the main results of the paper where symmetric  -PPDR, semi symmetric  -PPDR, cycle  -PPDR and semi 
cycle-PPDR are introduced together with the corresponding evaluated SLEM and obtained optimal probabilities. Section 
IV presents simulations, demonstrating improvements of the obtained optimal transition probabilities over other transition 
probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting method by analyzing SLEM and time to convergence along with comparison 
of symmetric-PPDR and semi symmetric -PPDR networks in a per step manner. Section V is devoted to proof of main 
results of paper for symmetric -PPDR network and section VI concludes the paper. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
This section introduces the notation used in the paper and reviews relevant concepts from fastest mixing Markov chain 
problem, graph symmetry and semidefinite programming. 
A. Distributed Consensus 
We consider a network  with the associated graph   	 
 consisting of a set of nodes  and a set of edges 
 where 
each edge 	   
 is an unordered pair of distinct nodes.  
We define a discrete-time Markov chain by associating with each edge 	   
 a transition probability 	 (	denotes the 
holding probability at vertex ). We assume the transition between two vertices connected by an edge is symmetric, i.e., 
	  	 . Thus the transition probability matrix,    , satisfies    	   	   	  where  denotes the 
transpose of , the inequality    means elementwise, and  denotes the column vector of all ones. 
Since  is symmetric and stochastic, the uniform distribution    is stationary. In addition, the eigenvalues of P are 
real, and no more than one in magnitude. We list them in decreasing order as 
       !    " 
We denote the second largest modulus (SLEM) of  by #, i.e. 
#  $%&' 	(	))  $%& 	 " 
In general the smaller #is, the faster the Markov chain converges to its stationary distribution.  
The fastest mixing Markov chain (FMMC) problem is to find the optimal  that minimizes #, thus FMMC problem can 
be expressed as the following optimization problem: 
$*+, # 
-. /.   	   	   	 
0	  1 
2    
(1) 
In [7] it has been shown that (1) is a convex optimization problem and can be derived in the semidefinite programming form 
as: 
$*+ - 
-. /.3 -4 5  "  6 5 -4 
   	  	   
0	  1 
2    
(2) 
 Here 4 denotes the identity matrix, and the variables are the matrix  and the scalar -. The expression 7 5 8 means 
8 " 7 is positive semidefinite. We refer to problem (2) as the Fastest Mixing Markov Chain (FMMC) problem.  
B. Symmetry of Graphs 
An automorphism of a graph   	 
 is a permutation 9 of  such that 	   
 if and only if9	 9  
, the 
set of all such permutations, with composition as the group operation, is called the automorphism group of the graph and 
denoted by:;/. For a vertex  , the set of all images9, as 9 varies through a subgroup< = :;/, is called the 
orbit of  under the action of<. The vertex set  can be written as disjoint union of distinct orbits. In [14], it has been shown 
that the transition probabilities on the edges within an orbit must be the same. 
C. Semidefinite Programming 
SDP is a particular type of convex optimization problem [15]. An SDP problem requires minimizing a linear function subject 
to a linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraint [16]: 
$*+ >  ?@	 
-. /.A@    
where ? is a given vector, @  @	 ( 	 @B, and A@  AC D E @A , for some fixed Hermitian matrices A. The inequality 
sign in A@   means that A@ is positive semidefinite. 
 This problem is called the primal problem. Vectors @ whose components are the variables of the problem and satisfy the 
constraint A@   are called primal feasible points, and if they satisfy A@  , they are called strictly feasible points. The 
minimal objective value ?@ is by convention denoted by >F and is called the primal optimal value. 
Due to the convexity of the set of feasible points, SDP has a nice duality structure, with the associated dual program being: 
$%& "GHIACJK 
-. /.J   
GHIAJK  ?  
 
Here the variable is the real symmetric (or Hermitian) positive matrix J, and the data ?, A are the same as in the primal 
problem. Correspondingly, matrix J satisfying the constraints is called dual feasible (or strictly dual feasible if J L ). The 
maximal objective value of "GHIACJK, i.e. the dual optimal value is denoted by MF.  
The objective value of a primal (dual) feasible point is an upper (lower) bound on >FMF. The main reason why one is 
interested in the dual problem is that one can prove thatMF N >F, and under relatively mild assumptions, we can have>F 
MF. If the equality holds, one can prove the following optimality condition on@. 
A primal feasible @ and a dual feasible J are optimal, which is denoted by @O andJP , if and only if 
A@OJP  JPA@O  . (3) 
This latter condition is called the complementary slackness condition. 
In one way or another, numerical methods for solving SDP problems always exploit the inequality M N MF N >F N > , 
whereM and> are the objective values for any dual feasible point and primal feasible point, respectively. The difference 
>F " MF  ?@ D GHIACJK  GHIA@JK    
is called the duality gap. If the equality MF  >F holds, i.e. the optimal duality gap is zero, and then we say that strong duality 
holds. 
III. MAIN RESULTS 
This section presents the main results of the paper. Here we have introduced -Partite Pseudo Distance Regular (-PPDR) 
network with the corresponding evaluated SLEM and optimal transition probabilities, proofs and more detailed discussion are 
deferred to Sections V. 
A. Symmetric -PPDR Network 
A -partite graph is a graph whose graph vertices can be partitioned into  disjoint sets so that no two vertices within the 
same set are adjacent. If we arrange disjoint sets in a -partite graph as Q	 ( 	 QR, a -PPDR graph can be defined as a -
partite graph where nodes in each set Q are connected to all of the nodes in neighboring sets QS	 QT except the first and 
last sets Q and QR  which are only connected to the nodes of Q  and QRS respectively. Also we define 6 for   	( 	  as 
the number of nodes on -th set. A symmetric -PPDR network is a -PPDR network where 6  !  6R  6 (see Fig.1. 
for   U	 6  V). 
  
Fig.1. A symmetric -PPDR network for   U	 6  V. 
In section V we have proved that the optimal transition probabilities for the edges of a symmetric -PPDR network equals  
  W6 XYZ  V (4-1) 
    WV6 XYZ  W (4-2) 
and for the SLEM of the network we have 
 Q[\]  ^_`a   XYZ  V  
  Q[\]  V XYZ  W  
A very obvious example for symmetric -PPDR network is path network which is a symmetric network with 6  , where 
the results thus obtained are in agreement with those of [8,17].  
B. Semi Symmetric b-PPDR Network 
Semi Symmetric -PPDR network is a symmetric -PPDR network with path graphs   within where these path graphs 
are not connected to each other consecutively (see Fig.2. for   U	 6  V). In a Semi Symmetric -PPDR graph there are 
two kinds of connectivity between the nodes of two neighboring sets, namely full and strait connectivity. In full connectivity 
each node of two neighboring sets is connected to all of the nodes of other set and in strait connectivity each node of two 
neighboring sets is connected to only one of the nodes of other set, thus the edges of a Semi Symmetric -PPDR graph can 
be divided into two groups, namely, full edges and strait edges. 
 
Fig.2. A Semi Symmetric -PPDR network for   U	 6  V. 
 Using the same procedure as in section V, namely stratification and semidefinite programming we can state that on a 
semi symmetric -PPDR network the optimal transition probabilities on the full edges equals 
  W6 XYZ  c (5-1) 
    WV6 XYZ  V (5-2) 
and on strait edges equals 
  W (5-3) 
and for the SLEM of the network we have 
Q[\]  ^_`a   XYZ  c  
  
Q[\]   D dVU XYZ  V  
C. Cycle b-PPDR Network 
 Cycle -PPDR network is a symmetric -PPDR network where the nodes of first and last sets are connected to each 
other as well as other neighboring sets to form a cycle of -partite graphs (see Fig.3. for   e	 6  W). 
 
Fig.3. A Cycle -PPDR network for   e	 6  W. 
Automorphism of Cycle -PPDR graph is QB permutation of nodes of same set, hence according to subsection II-B it has 
 class of edge orbits and considering the symmetry of network it suffices to consider just one transition probability and 
consequently the Transition matrix for the network can be defined as 
 
fgg
ggh
 " W6 6 6  " W6 6  6  " W6 i  i i 66  " W6jkk
kkl 
and its Laplacian matrix is 
[ 
fgg
gh W " " W "  " W i  i i "" W jk
kkl 
which has eigenvalues W " W ^_`Wam6,   	( 	 . Thus the second largest and smallest eigenvalues of transition matrix 
are 
    " 6 nW " W ^_` nWa ooR   " 6 pW " W ^_` pWq W ra ss 
where q W r denotes the largest integer that is no larger than  W . Considering the second largest and smallest eigenvalues 
of transition matrix given above for the optimal transition probability and SLEM of network we have  
  W6 " 6 n^_` tWa u D ^_` nWq W ra oo  
and 
Q[\]  ^_` tWa u " ^_` nWq W ra oW " ^_` tWa u " ^_` nWq W ra o 
D. Semi Cycle b-PPDR Network 
 semi Cycle -PPDR network is a semi symmetric -PPDR network where the nodes of first and last sets are connected 
to each other as well as other neighboring sets to form a cycle of -partite graphs (see Fig.4. for   e	 6  W). Similar to 
semi symmetric -PPDR network, edges of a semi Cycle -PPDR network can be divided into two groups, namely, full 
edges and strait edges. 
 Fig.4. A Semi Cycle -PPDR network for   e	 6  W. 
 Using the same procedure as done for Cycle -PPDR in previous subsection we can state that on a semi cycle -PPDR 
network the optimal transition probabilities on the strait edges and full edges are 
  W (6-1) 
and 
  W6 " 6 n^_` tWa u D ^_` nWq W ra oo (6-2) 
respectively and for the SLEM of the network we have 
Q[\]  ^_` tWa u " ^_` nWq W ra oW " ^_` tWa u " ^_` nWq W ra o 
IV. PREVIEW AND DISCUSSIONS 
Consider a symmetric -PPDR network and semi symmetric -PPDR network both having  sets of 6 disjoint nodes. 
Both of these networks for the choice of optimal transition probabilities given in (4) and (5) has the same SLEM which is 
^_`a   v_w  c but the semi symmetric -PPDR network has less edges, therefore a symmetric -PPDR network can 
be replaced by its equivalent semi symmetric -PPDR network while having the same SLEM and convergence rate by less 
edges and connections if and only if the transition probabilities on edges of the equivalent semi symmetric -PPDR network 
is chosen as the optimal transition probabilities given in (5). The same relation holds true for cycle -PPDR network and 
semi cucle -PPDR network, or in other words a cycle -PPDR network can be replaced by its equivalent semi cycle-
PPDR network while having the same SLEM and convergence rate by less edges and connections if and only if the transition 
probabilities on edges of the equivalent semi cycle -PPDR network is chosen as the optimal transition probabilities given in 
(6). 
 Fig.5. Normalized Euclidean Distance of vector of node values from the stationary distribution in terms of number of 
iterations. 
In Fig.5. Normalized Euclidean distance of vector of node values from the stationary distribution in terms of number of 
iterations for a symmetric-PPDR network and its equivalent semi symmetric-PPDR network depicted in Fig.1. and 
Fig.2., respectively is presented. As it is obvious from Fig.5. at first iterations symmetric-PPDR network has better mixing 
rate per step than its equivalent semi symmetric-PPDR network due to its additional connections but after first few 
iterations both networks achieve the same mixing rate per step since they have the same SLEM value. Also the results 
depicted in Fig.5. implies that SLEM is an asymptotic convergence factor.  
Another important issue is that in a symmetric-PPDR network the obtained optimal transition probabilities and the 
transition probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting algorithm are the same which does not hold true for other three 
kinds of networks studied in this paper. To show optimality of the obtained optimal transition probabilities over probabilities 
obtained from other algorithms we have compared the transition probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting algorithm 
with the optimal transition probabilities in a per step manner over the semi symmetric-PPDR network depicted in Fig.2. 
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 Fig.6. Normalized Euclidean Distance of vector of node values from the stationary distribution in terms of number of iterations. 
In Fig.6. Normalized Euclidean distance of vector of node values from the stationary distribution in terms of number of 
iterations for optimal transition probabilities given in (5) and transition probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting 
algorithm over the semi symmetric -PPDR network depicted in Fig.2. is presented. As it is obvious from Fig.6. optimal 
transition probabilities have a better performance than the transition probabilities obtained from  Metropolis-Hasting 
Algorithm. Also it should be mentioned that the results depicted in Fig. 6. are in logarithmic scale and generated based on 
10000 trials (a different random initial node values is generated for each trial). 
In networks with time invariant topologies optimal transition probabilities over a portion of edges depend on global topology 
of network while for the rest of the edges, their optimal transition probabilities only depend on local degree of their two 
incident nodes, thus the edges of a network can be divided into two disjoint groups, namely global and local edges, where the 
optimal transition probabilities over global edges unlike the optimal transition probabilities over local edges depend on global 
topology of network.  
Comparing the optimal transition probabilities obtained for symmetric  -PPDR network and the optimal transition 
probabilities obtained for semi symmetric-PPDR network we can conclude that the optimal transition probabilities for the 
edges of symmetric-PPDR network can be determined by local degree of their two incident nodes whereas in a semi 
symmetric-PPDR network for determining the optimal transition probabilities over edges connected to the nodes with strait 
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edges more knowledge about the global topology of network is required, therefore in a semi symmetric-PPDR network 
only the optimal transition probabilities on edges which their incident nodes are fully connected to all nodes of their 
neighboring sets can be considered as local edges and the rest of edges are global edges. In both cycle -PPDR network and 
semi cycle -PPDR network determining optimal transition probabilities over edges requires more knowledge about the 
global topology of network, thus all of their edges are global edges. 
V. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS 
In this section solution of FMMC problem and determination of optimal transition probabilities for symmetric -PPDR 
network introduced in section III is presented. 
Here we consider a symmetric -PPDR network with 6 nodes at each set and the undirected associated connectivity 
graph  	 
. We denote the set of nodes on -th set of symmetric -PPDR graph by 	 # where  and # vary from  to 
 and  to 6 respectively. 
Automorphism of symmetric -PPDR graph is QB permutation of nodes of same set, hence according to subsection II-B 
it has  class of edge orbits and it suffices to consider just  "  transition probabilities 	  	 ( 	 RS and consequently the 
transition probability matrix for the network can be defined as 
	x		y 
z{|
{} " 6XYZ    	 #  >  	( 	 6	 " 6S " 6 XYZ    W	( 	  " 	#  >  	( 	 6	 " 6RSXYZ    	#  >  	( 	 6 XYZ   "   	( 	  " 	#	 >  	( 	 6 XYZ   D   W	( 	 	#	 >  	( 	 6
~ 
We associate with the node 	 #  the ))    column vector 	x   x  for 	 #    	( 	 	#  	( 	 6 
where  and x are    and 6   column vectors with one in the -th and #-th position respectively and zero elsewhere. 
Introducing the new basis  
	  d6  	T
BS
'C XYZ  	( 	 6 "  
with    , the transition probability matrix  for Symmetric -PPDR network in the new basis takes the block diagonal 
form with diagonal blocks 	  	 ( 	 B where  is defined as: 
 
fgg
ggh
 " 6 6 6  " 6 " 6 6  6  " 6 " 6 i  i i 6RS6RS  " 6RSjk
kkk
l
 (7-a) 
and   for   W	( 	 6 is:  
  !  B 
fg
gg
h " 6   " 6 " 6   " 6 " 6 ii i   " 6Rjk
kk
l
 (7-b) 
We continue by assuming that both   and BR are amongst the eigenvalues of  and the diagonal entries of   which 
are its eigenvalues as well does not make any restriction on the obtained SLEM of network. After obtaining the SLEM of 
network we will show that the assumption still holds. Thus Based on subsection II-A, one can express FDC problem for 
symmetric -PPDR network in the form of semidefinite programming as: $*+ - -. /. " -4 N  "  N -4    
(8) 
where  is the column vector of all one, which is eigenvector of  corresponding to the eigenvalue one. We relax the 
constraint on positivity of elements of transition probability matrix    in (8) and continue the solution, after obtaining 
the optimal transition probabilities we will show that all elements of transition probability matrix are positive. Thus (8) 
reduces to following: 
$*+ - -. /. " -4 N  "  N -4 (9) 
The matrix can be written as 
  4R "RS'  (10) 
where  are    column vectors defined as: 
   d6  "d6   D /H- ~for  	 ( 	  "   
In order to formulate problem (9) in the form of standard semidefinite programming described in section II-C, we define A	 ?  
and @ as below: 
AC  "4R D   4R "   
A    " XYZ  	 ( 	  " 	  
AR  4 R  
?  	  	 ( " 	?R    
@  I	  	 ( 	 RS	 -K  
In the dual case we choose the dual variable J   as 
J     I  K (11) 
where 	 and   are    column vectors. Obviously (11) choice of J implies that it is positive definite. 
From the complementary slackness condition (3) we have 
-4 "  D    (12-a) 
-4 D  "    (12-b) 
Multiplying both sides of equations (12) by  we have -   and -    which implies that 
   (13-a) 
   (13-b) 
Using the constraints GHIAJK  ? we have 
 D     (14-a) 
       for     	( 	  "  (14-b) 
To have the strong duality we set ?@ D GHIAJK  , hence we have 
 "    - (15) 
Considering the linear independence of  for   	( 	  " , we can expand  and   in terms of  as 
  RS'  (16-a) 
  ′RS'  (16-b) 
with the coordinates  and ′ ,   	( 	  "  to be determined.  
Using (10) and the expansions (16), while considering (13), from comparing the coefficients of  for   	( 	  "  in the 
slackness conditions (12), we have 
"- D   	 (17-a) 
- D ′   	 (17-b) 
where (17) holds for   	( 	  " . Considering (14-b), we obtain 
"- D    - D   	  
for   	( 	  " , or equivalently 
   
   (18) 
for  0	   I	  " K and for  and  , we have 
  <	RS'  (19-a) 
  <	RS'  (19-b) 
where < is the Gram matrices, defined as  
<	    
or equivalently  
< 
fgg
ghW6 "6  ! "6 W6 "6   "6 W6 i   i i "6 !  "6 W6jk
kkl 
Substituting (19) in (17) we have 
"- D  " W6  "6  (20-a) 
"- D  " W6  "6S D 6T   for     W	( 	  " W (20-b) 
"- D  " W6RSRS  "RS6RS  (20-c) 
and 
- D  " W6  "6   (21-a) 
- D  " W6  "6S D 6T    for     W	( 	  " W (21-b) 
- D  " W6RSRS  "RS6RS   (21-c) 
Now we can determine the optimal transition probabilities in an inductive manner as follows: 
In the first stage, from comparing equations (20-a) and (21-a) and considering the relation (18), we can conclude that 
"- D  " W6  - D  " W6   
which results in    W6  and -  , where the latter is not acceptable. Assuming-  ^_` and substituting    W6   
in (20-a) and (21-a), we have 
  `*+W`*+   
   `*+Wa " `*+a "     
Continuing the above procedure inductively, up to  "  stages, and assuming 
  `*+`*+ 	0 N  
and 
  `*+a " `*+a "   0 N  
for the -th stage, by comparing equations (20-b) and (21-c) we get the following equations 
 "- D  " W6 `*+`*+ D 6 `*+ " `*+ ¡   "6T (22-a) 
 - D  " W6 `*+a " `*+a "  D 6 `*+ " a " `*+a "  ¡  "6T  (22-b) 
and considering relation (18) we can conclude that 
t"- D  " W6`*+ D 6`*+ " u  t- D  " W6`*+a "  D 6`*+ " a " u  
which results in 
  W6 (23) 
Substituting    W6  in (22), we have 
T  `*+ D `*+  (24-a) 
T  `*+ D a " `*+a "    (24-b) 
where (23) and (24) hold true for   	( 	  " W and in the last stage, from equations (20-c) and (21-c) and using relations 
(18) and (24), we can conclude that 
RS  W6 (25) 
and by substituting (25) in (20-c) we obtain
`*+    
which in turn results in   a   for   	( 	  " , therefore SLEM equals largest root of -  in magnitude which is ?¢-a  . Also one should notice that necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of transition probability 
matrix are satisfied, since all roots of - which are the eigenvalues of  are strictly less than one in magnitude, and one is a 
simple eigenvalue of   associated with the eigenvector  , where this happens due to positivity of optimal transition 
probabilities [18]. 
Finally the dual constraints (14) and strong duality condition (15) are satisfied for -  ^_`a   and the optimal transition 
probabilities given in (23) and (25). Also  and   determined as 
   D ^_` " ^_`  6  `*+   
   " ^_` D ^_`  6  `*+   
By considering the optimal transition probabilities (23) and (25) we can conclude that all elements of transition probability 
matrix are nonnegative and the elements of matrix   given in (7-b) which are its eigenvalues as well, equal zero and  W  
which are both smaller than ^_`a  , for 0  V and in the special case of   W by continuing the same procedure and 
assuming that   is amongst the eigenvalues of   for optimal transition probabilities and SLEM of network we have 
  WV6  
Q[\]  V  
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Finding optimal transition probabilities for the problem of Fastest mixing Markov chain on networks with different 
topologies has been an active area of research for a number of years but most of the methods proposed so far usually avoid 
the direct computation of optimal transition probabilities and deal with the Fastest mixing Markov chain problem by 
numerical convex optimization methods. 
Here in this work, we have solved Fastest mixing Markov chain problem for four particular types of -partite networks by 
means of stratification and semidefinite programming. Our approach is based on fulfilling the slackness conditions, where the 
optimal transition probabilities are obtained by inductive comparing of the characteristic polynomials initiated by slackness 
conditions. The simulation results confirm that the Markov chain with optimal transition probabilities mixes substantially 
faster than the transition probabilities obtained from Metropolis-Hasting method and the obtained results proves that a 
symmetric-PPDR network and its equivalent semi symmetric -PPDR network have the same SLEM despite the fact that 
semi symmetric -PPDR network has less edges than its equivalent symmetric
symmetric -PPDR network has better mixing rate per step than its equivalent semi symmetric-PPDR network at first few 
iterations. The same results are true for cycle -PPDR and semi cycle-PPDR networks. We believe that the method used in 
this paper is powerful and lucid enough to be extended to networks with more general topologies which is the object of our 
future investigations. 
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